The aim of the work – to study the problem of empathy among medical students, cognitive and emotional direction of empathy.

The main body. The study of empathy issues in psychology is of rather long history. The empathy is defined as the human ability to respond emotionally to the worries of another person, animal or any anthropomorphized subject; as an exceptionally emotional phenomenon representing the process of mutual worries – sympathy – internal perception; as realization of emotional state of another person, penetration into the worries of another man; as an ability to touch to emotional life of another person sharing his/her worries; as “transformation” into the position of another man, ability to fell in his/her position; as a sensation reproducing moral unity. In order to study possible relations between empathy and experiencing fault and shame, the empirical research was conducted involving 37 fourth-year students from Bukovyna State Medical University applying the methods of V. V. Boiko to diagnose empathy and J. Tangney to assess feelings of fault and shame.

Conclusion. The necessity to investigate the level of empathy abilities of medical students and their continuous development is stipulated by the time as an important constituent of high professional and humane qualities of a modern doctor.
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Greek philosophy was similar to that of “sympathy for somebody”. The prefixes “em-” and “sym-” are similar to that of “related to” or “assimilated” emphasizing sufferings of one subject and personal perception to it of another one. The studies associated with the notions “sympathy”, “understanding” and “feeling” are found to contribute greatly into the development and establishment of the notion “empathy”. Herewith, sympathy is accepted as a quality of human soul and considered as a regulator of relations between people inside the society, the basis of conscience, altruism, and justice. In order to sympathize with somebody one should be in his or her position or situation [1].

First the word “empathy” appeared in the English vocabulary in 1912 and was interpreted similar to that of “sympathy”. The sense of the term “empathy” at that time was literal meaning the process of emotional sincere penetration into another human state. Gradually the accent migrated from the emotional reaction to understanding through imaginary transformation and taking referenced position of another person [2].

The term “empathy” introduced into psychology by E. Titchener is a loan translation from German “Einfühlung”, first used by T. Lipps. Many scientists as Y. P. Ilyin indicates “define empathy as the most valuable factor in the formation of assisting behavior” and professionally important quality for those individuals whose work is directly associated with other people [3].

In Ukrainian psychology the term “empathy” was introduced only at the beginning of the 70-s of the last century by T. P. Havrylova who considered empathy as an ability of an individual to respond emotionally to sufferings of another one [4].

Review of scientific literature indicates that there are two main directions in the study of empathy issues: cognitive and emotive.

In the first case empathy is considered as a method of understanding of another man, as “mental communication” or intellectual reconstruction of the inner world of another man, that is, merely intellectual process. With this approach empathy is defined as understanding of the inner world of another man and as a kind of sensory cognition.

The representatives of another trend interpret empathy as an emotional state occurring in a subject witnessing worries of another man. In this case empathy is considered as an affective phenomenon, the essence of which consists of penetration into affective orientations of another man, ability to concern somebody’s emotional life, and share emotional state. Certain psychologists who investigate empathy in addition to cognitive and emotive components differentiate behavioural one in empathic interaction [5].

Certain scientists in addition to cognitive and emotive components sort out activity component of empathic interaction or active empathy which is characterized by an active assistance and help given to another person [5].

According to S. D. Maksymenko empathy is characterized by the ability of an individual to experience worries and emotions of another person by means of identification with him/her, to sympathize with another person, and to ensure social conditionality of behavior [7].

Empathy is a special method of understanding another man when emotional perception of the inner world dominates over the rational one. In social-psychological context empathy is a skill acquired in the process of socialization providing ability to accept social roles and social attitude of other people, imagine oneself in a social position of other people and predict their reactions [8].

In modern psychology there are many other ideas concerning empathy: first, empathy is considered as a psychic process directed to modeling of the inner world of another man suffering. In case of this approach to empathy its character is considered to be as dynamic, procedural and phase. Second, empathy is considered as a psychic response to a stimulus. Third, empathy is defined as a property or ability of a developing personality to produce an indirect emotional response to another man worries including reflexes of the internal conditions, thoughts and sensations of the empathy subject himself [9].

Nowadays, empathy is defined as the human ability to respond emotionally to the worries of another person, animal or any anthropomorphized subject; as an exceptionally emotional phenomenon representing the process of mutual worries – sympathy – internal perception; as realization of emotional state of another person, penetration into the worries of another man; as an ability to touch to emotional life of another person sharing his/her worries; as “transformation” into the position of another man, ability to fell in his/her position; as a sensation reproducing moral unity [10].

There are different criteria to differentiate kinds and forms of empathy, for example:

1) empathy genesis (global, egocentric and pro-social empathy is determined on the basis of this criterion);
2) empathy disposition (personality and situational empathy);
3) empathy developmental levels (elementary-reflexive and personal forms of empathy). This criterion to
determine empathy forms as a direction of empathic worries is associated with a common direction of a personality and its value orientation. According to this criterion empathy is divided into sympathy and sharing worries [11].

Meanwhile, the research conducted by O. I. Nefedchenko contains another classification of empathy kinds: intuitive – subconscious response to another person worries; rational – response on the base of intensive analysis of the information concerning somebody else; emotional – emotional response to the worries and feelings of another subject; cognitive – characterized by the domination of the processes to understand others, assessment of the perspective of further events; behavioural – response of a volitional type manifested in motivation of an empathy object to something [2].

V. V. Boiko differentiates the following kinds of empathy: 1) rational empathy (realized by means of intensive analytical information processing about another man), 2) emotional empathy (realized through the emotional experience of worries and feelings) 3) intuitive empathy (information processing concerning somebody else is conducted on intuitive level) [12].

V. T. Tsyba suggests the following forms of empathy: 1) sharing worries – experiencing the emotional states similar to those with another person through the identification with this person; 2) sympathy – experiencing one’s own emotional states due to the feelings of another person: understanding participants of communication because everyone imagines oneself in the position or situation of another one; social reflexion/ introspection as self-knowledge by the eyes of another person, “realization of the fact how an active individual is perceived by a partner in communication” [8]. Similar forms are determined by T. P. Havrylyova.

The most spread classification is the one in which psychologists differentiate three levels of empathy:

1) the lowest including blindness to the feelings and thought of other people. Such kind of individuals is more interested in their own opinion. Meanwhile if they think that they know and understand other people well enough, their conclusions are often wrong. Although they are not able to realize their mistakes due to a low level of empathy and their own mistakes may last for their whole life. Low empathy level is characterized by underdeveloped sensation of experiencing some other’s worries.

2) an average level of empathy is found in the majority of people and is manifested when an individual is able to sympathize with another person who needs it at any time, but at the same time, the former is not willing to take care completely. Occasional blindness to the feelings and thoughts of other people occurs most frequently. This level is peculiar for any individual types but in various manifestations.

3) the highest level is characterized by continuous, deep and clear understanding of another person, imaginary reproduction of this person’s worries, their perception as one’s own, deep tactfulness that makes realization of one’s own problems easier and making right decisions without any imposing of one’s own opinion or interests. It requires rejection from one’s own “Me”, and build relationships on the principles of mutual trust and altruism [13].

In I. M. Yusupov’s opinion there are five stages of empathy: very high, high, average, low, and very low. The first stage (very high) characterizes a personality who accepts other people problems rather unhealthy. Such an individual responds very delicately to another interlocutor’s mood in communication. Usually the surroundings use such individuals. These people often suffer from their fault complex being rather afraid of disturbing others. With this attitude to life people of such kind are very close to nervous breakdown.

The second stage (high) characterizes a personality who is sensitive to the problems and needs of the surroundings. Such people are generous, ready to forgive others. They are emotional, sensitive, friendly, easy-going, quick to contact with others.

The third stage (average) is found in the majority of people. They do not belong to especially sensitive individuals. They are attentive in communication, but with excessive effect of feelings of their interlocutor they lose patience. They consider it better not to express their opinion, do not possess open feelings, and it prevents them from perception of other people in full value.

The fourth stage (low) is peculiar for an individual who experiences difficulties in making contacts with other people. He/she does not feel at ease with many people. Such individuals prefer to lead a secluded life but not to work with people. They consider business qualities higher than sensitiveness.

The fifth stage (very low) characterizes an individual with underdeveloped empathy ability. Such people lead a secluded life. They are not initiators of communication. They experience special difficulties in making contacts with children and older people. Very often individuals with very low stage of empathy do not find mutual understanding with the surroundings [14].

Experiencing basic emotions of fault and shame are associated with the formation of human moral forms of behavior (conscience) and personality development.
had a lowered level of empathy development, 21.62% of students – average and 2.71% – high levels to develop ability to empathy. The rest of those involved in the study (13.51%) had very low level of empathy. Among the parameters of the method purpose and penetrating ability in empathy prevail (average – 3.62 and 3.41 points), while identification in empathy and development of its intuition canal lag behind. That is, those asked show their ability to create the atmosphere of openness and trust, and be attentive to the surrounding people. Meanwhile, the ability to understand another individual imaging oneself in his/her place or intentionally feel another person’s state are not sufficiently developed.

The analysis of results obtained by J. Tangney method is indicative of the fact that according to average indices in the examined sample experience of fault prevails over the feeling of shame (average – 49.41 (an average level of the index) and 35.81 points (lower level) respectively); externalization and detachment of students are found to be on a lower level (35.22 and 27.95 points); alpha pride (self-pride, arrogance) considerably exceeds beta pride (for what has been done) (16.49 and 16.41 points which correspond to an increased level of indices respectively). The majority of those asked (64.87%) was found to experience the feeling of fault on an increased level (they might not quite positively assess the equivalence of their behavior to the moral social standards regretting their certain deeds trying to correct something from that has been done), while the feeling of shame (54.05%) (the result of realization of getting into an unpleasant situation), detachment (56.76%) (desire to relieve someone of responsibility for violation of the accepted moral standards) and externalization (51.35%) (desire to find the reasons of actions in external factors mostly) – on an average.

The conducted correlation analysis demonstrated that empathy components and its general index are statistically connected with certain parameters of another method: emotional and intuitive canals, arrangement in empathy and level of its development on the whole – with experience of shame \( r = 0.63; r = 0.33; r = 0.35 \) and \( r = 0.47 \) respectively; moreover, intuitive empathy canal correlates with experience of fault by those asked – \( r = 0.33 \), which in general is indicative of existence of relations between these psychological phenomena.

Therefore, empathy means not only sharing worries or sympathy, but the ability of an individual to feel and experience emotional state of another person as one’s own, accept the surrounding world similar to that as
another person, feel pain or pleasure similar to the feelings of another one. Ability to empathy together with the development of basic and general human moral feelings as fault and shame, determining ethic direction of personality self-consciousness, are professionally important qualities for the representatives of related professions, and a medical specialist in particular.

Conclusion. The necessity to investigate the level of empathy abilities of medical students and their continuous development is stipulated by the time as an important constituent of high professional and humane qualities of a modern doctor.
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